Committed
to Kids
‘‘Tim Orth Memorial Foundation gave us an
amazing gift of hope and reassurance of a
community during one of the most difficult
and trying times of our lives.’’

‘‘What a Blessing! A shining light of love, hope
and encouragement so we can carry on with
the journey ahead of us. Our needs have been
met above and beyond what we even realized
we needed. Angels on Earth!’’

C/O Bill Neubauer
12632 Big Kandi Drive
Lake Lillian, MN 56253

–LeRoy & Christine

–James & Susan

timorthfoundation.org

About the
Foundation
The mission of the Tim Orth Memorial
Foundation is to assist, financially or otherwise,
children (birth to age 18) in the West Central
Minnesota area who are facing substantial
medical expenses incurred as a result of
a serious accident or illness. Tim Orth, the
Foundation’s name sake, was a BOLD High
School student and athlete when he was
diagnosed with an inoperable brain tumor. Tim
will always be remembered for his courageous
fight against the cancer that claimed his life on
February 14, 1997.
The first event was
held upon learning
of Tim’s illness. The
success of the 1996
fundraiser combined
with the realization
that there were other
children in need,
prompted Bill and
Janelle Neubauer
to form the nonprofit foundation. The name chosen for the
Foundation was the Tim Orth Memorial
Foundation, in honor of Tim, who had inspired
the first fundraiser.
The Foundation is an all-volunteer organization
that sponsors multiple fundraisers throughout
West Central Minnesota. The volunteers invest
countless hours organizing, soliciting and
conducting the events. Because of this, there
are no administrative costs; ensuring that 100%
of the proceeds are used to help the selected
recipients.
Financial assistance is given to families with
children who are fighting to overcome difficult
challenges brought on by illness or accident.

These challenges have included complications
due to cancer, brain injury, automobile accidents,
premature birth and numerous other diagnoses
we cannot even pronounce. The financial
assistance, as well as, the emotional support
given, is helping to reduce the daily challenges
these kids and their families must endure. Please
consider making a donation and becoming a
part of this great cause.

Together We Can
Make a Difference
While the financial donations can not guarantee
miracles, they do provide hope for the recipients’
families. Please consider making a donation and
be a part of helping us continue our mission for
years to come.

‘‘It takes a lot of financial stress off of us
knowing we are getting help paying for
expenses. It has also been a wonderful
support knowing so many people care for
us and are lifting up our son in prayer.’’
– Kyle & Jackie

To make a tax deductible donation
visit our website.
www.timorthfoundation.org/donate
Or send check or money order
payable to:
Tim Orth Memorial Foundation
C/O Bill Neubauer
12632 Big Kandi Drive
Lake Lillian, MN 56253

Candidates wishing to request
an application or to volunteer or
donate call:
‘‘The donation and support from the Tim
Orth Memorial Foundation helped Paige and
our family beyond words through all of her
medical needs. Bill, Janelle and the Committee
are awesome. Thank You!’’
–Steve & Sue

Bill or Janelle Neubauer at 320-905-4623
Email: timorthfoundation@birdislandmn.com
For more information check out the website:
www.timorthfoundation.org
Connect with us on Facebook!

